
L ast New Year’s Eve, with Covid still lurking, Angela Hartnett, the chef-

patron at Michelin-starred Murano in Mayfair, London, nearly took out

a neighbour when, toasting him from the top window of her house, she

accidentally sent her champagne glass flying in the direction of his head.

“It would have been a bad end to the year,” admits Hartnett, whose modern

Italian cooking has made her one of the nation’s most celebrated chefs, and her

services to the hospitality industry and to the NHS throughout the pandemic led

to her being appointed OBE at the start of this year. Normally Hartnett likes to

see in the new year with less drama, including in the kitchen. When having

people round for dinner the 54-year-old employs a “minimum, no faN”

mentality, making everything as easy as possible for a stress-free celebration.

“If you’re going to cook for New Year’s Eve it’s always best to make something

ahead, and I like to stick to the family favourites — a braise of any kind, a big fish

pie, a shepherd’s pie, anything you can put in the oven in a pot or dish and then

bring to the table, done.

“One year I tried to be more fancy, but never again. You end up forgetting stuN

and getting stressed. The key is don’t try to be too clever — just make something

that tastes brilliant and leave it at that.”

Hartnett adopts the same philosophy when it comes to starters and puddings,

choosing ones that can be made ahead but don’t skimp on flavour. “On the day

all you’ll have to do is make the drinks and drink them,” she says, fetching

herself a glass and ice.
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Here’s how to do NYE Hartnett-style.
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This couldn’t be more simple or satisfying. The acclaimed chef Fergus

Henderson, a friend of Hartnett’s, owns the three St John restaurants, one of

which is conveniently close to Hartnett’s Spitalfields home. He sells a premixed

negroni, or “Fergroni” using Tanqueray London Dry gin, Punt e Mes vermouth

and Campari bitters.

“All you need is ice and a twist of lemon. It’s delicious, and tastes just as good as

one you’d make from scratch,” Hartnett says.

● Fergoni — aka “negroni as it should be” — £45 for 700ml, stjohnrestaurant.com
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“I tend to buy things rather than cook anything, because for me some good

salami and diced parmesan is all you need. I like breadsticks or taralli (crunchy

Italian biscuits) too, and in my opinion you can never go wrong with crisps. I’ve

been to parties before where we’ve just had delicious crisps and drinks. I don’t

need tru`e or anything like that, I like ready salted. People can go overboard

when it comes to nibbles, but you really don’t need to.”
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Hartnett loves the Ham & Cheese Co in Bermondsey, south London (its products

can be bought online). “The owners go straight to the source — literally they’ll

know Giuseppe who sits up in the hills producing 20 cheeses — and all their stuN

is very good.”

She’s a huge fan of Pavilion Bakery, near her home where she has lived for more

than 20 years. “They do a fantastic baguette — as good as any you’d have in

France — and a seeded sourdough. I can eat bread all day and loads of it, but the

seeded sourdough is so dense and delicious you only need one slice.”

Here are her shop-bought go-tos.

● Salame al Barolo, £9 for 160g, thehamandcheeseco.com

● Salame della Rosa, £28 for 640g, thehamandcheeseco.com

● Crosta & Mollica Tarallini Fennel Seed, £1.60 for 180g, waitrose.com

● Burts Lightly Sea Salted Potato Chips, £1.70 for 150g, asda.com

● 24 Month Parmesan Cheese (three sizes), £10.90 for small,

thehamandcheeseco.com

If you are insistent on making your own snacks, Hartnett suggests bar nuts. “Buy

a variety of unsalted nuts and toast them in the oven. Then you can toss them in

brown butter, rosemary and chilli. It’s not a big deal to make, and it means your

guests can have some delicious hot nuts when they arrive.”
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“A cold starter is always easier than a hot one because you don’t have to worry

about timings and can just bring it out when your guests arrive. This dish, leeks

with gribiche sauce, is full of salty things that I love — capers, anchovies,

mustard — that really get the palate working. A lot of the time it’s done with

asparagus and is really great served with fish, but I love it with leeks. They’re so

underused — they’re not just for soup.”

Neil Borthwick, Hartnett’s husband and the chef at the French House,

introduced her to the dish, and since then she can’t get enough. “I love anything

with eggs, and this is so quick to prepare. It looks like you’ve gone to a lot of

eNort but you haven’t.”

Baked leeks with egg and mustard vinaigrette Baked leeks with egg and mustard vinaigrette 

Serves 4

IngredientsIngredients

2 bunches of baby leeks, or 2 large leeks

3 eggs

2 tsp Dijon mustard

20ml white wine vinegar

60ml extra virgin olive oil

2 anchovies, chopped

A handful of lovage, leaves picked and chopped (use tarragon if you can’t find

lovage)

A handful of chives, chopped

1 tsp capers, drained and chopped

Salt and freshly ground black pepper

MethodMethod

1.1. Top and tail the baby leeks and soak them in water to remove any grit. If

you’re using large leeks, trim oN the dark green tops and slice the leeks into 2cm

rounds.

2.2. Bring a pan of salted water to the boil over a high heat. Add the leeks and boil

for 5 min until just tender. Remove using a slotted spoon and set aside. Leave the

pan on the heat.

3.3. Add the eggs and cook on a low boil for 6 min until soft boiled. Drain the eggs

and transfer them to a bowl of iced or very cold water to stop the cooking

process. Set them aside until cooled.
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4. 4. Combine the mustard, vinegar and olive oil in a large bowl.

5.5. Peel the cooled eggs and roughly chop them. Add to the dressing in the bowl

and season well, especially with the black pepper. Add the anchovies, lovage,

chives and capers and mix well.

6.6. Place the leeks on a serving plate and pour over the egg and mustard

vinaigrette.
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To make your New Year’s Eve feast as easy as possible it’s best to plump for a

slow-cooked main that can be made in advance, Hartnett says. Her favourite is

osso bucco, an unctuous and flavoursome veal dish from the Lombardy region of

Italy that’s always found on her menu at Murano in winter. It can be made one or

two days in advance — not only making your life easier but developing and

intensifying the flavour of the dish.

“It’s great for this time of year. It’s lighter and not as fatty as lamb, and is very

versatile in what you can serve it with.” Potatoes, crushed celeriac or risotto

work well, but for Hartnett polenta is king. “It’s the Italian version of mash.”

Osso bucco with parmesan polenta Osso bucco with parmesan polenta 

Serves 4

IngredientsIngredients

For the osso buccoFor the osso bucco

A little vegetable oil, for frying

4 veal shanks

2 carrots, diced

1 onion, quartered

1 celery stick, sliced

1 sprig of thyme

1 sprig of rosemary

1 garlic bulb, halved horizontally

1 tbsp tomato puree

250ml white wine

1 litre chicken stock and 500ml veal stock (or use 1.5 litres chicken stock)
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For the polentaFor the polenta

300ml milk

125g polenta

100g butter

200g parmesan

MethodMethod

1.1. First, prepare the osso bucco. Heat a little vegetable oil in a saucepan over a

medium heat. Place the veal shanks in the pan and brown them all over, then

remove and set aside on a plate.

2.2. Add the carrots, onions and celery to the pan and sauté for 5 min, then add

the thyme, rosemary and garlic halves and continue to sauté for another 3 min.

Add the tomato puree and allow it to cook for 3 min, stirring as you do. Deglaze

the pan with the white wine, scraping up the goodness from the bottom and

allowing the liquid to reduce by about half.

33. Return the veal to the pan and cover it with the stocks. Bring the liquid to a

simmer, cover the surface with baking paper and leave everything to simmer

over a low to medium heat for about 1 hour, until the meat falls oN the bone.

4.4. To make the polenta, pour 400ml water and the milk into a saucepan and

warm through. Gradually add the polenta, whisking all the time. Bring to a boil,

stirring continuously. Once it’s thickened enough to start to spit, lower the heat

and keep cooking, stirring, until the polenta is smooth and a thick pouring

consistency. Finish by stirring through the butter and parmesan.

5.5. Serve in big bowls with the osso bucco on top of the polenta.

●  The best tableware for a chic Christmas and New Year’s EveThe best tableware for a chic Christmas and New Year’s Eve
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“I think desserts that are set, like tiramisu or even a trifle, are always good

options when you want something fuss-free. You definitely don’t want to be

baking or doing anything with pastry.

“Sometimes less is more, so even something very simple like an aNogato —

coNee poured over a good vanilla ice cream — is an excellent dessert.”

“This chocolate mousse, one of Neil’s recipes, is always a winner. It feels festive,

and you only need a little bit to fulfil your sugar fix. It finishes oN the meal

nicely. It’s not heavy but it hits the spot.

“Pump Street is a father-and-daughter bakery and chocolate-maker in Orford,

SuNolk. They use cocoa beans imported from co-operatives around the world to

make their craft chocolate.”

Pump Street chocolate mousse Pump Street chocolate mousse 

Makes 10-12 individual pots

300g 70 per cent dark chocolate, broken into small pieces

570ml whipping cream

75ml dark rum

200g caster sugar

5 egg whites

A pinch of sea salt

MethodMethod

1.1. Place the chocolate in a heatproof bowl set over a pan of simmering water,

stirring from time to time until melted. Remove from the heat and set aside.

2.2. In a separate bowl, lightly whip the cream to soft peaks and add the rum,

gently whisking to combine. Set aside.

3.3. Put the sugar in a small saucepan and add just enough water — about 4

tablespoons — to cover. Place the pan over a low to medium heat and allow the

sugar to dissolve, swirling the pan from time to time, but don’t stir. Bring the

syrup to the boil and allow it to reach 120C on a sugar thermometer.

4.4. Meanwhile, place the egg whites in the very clean and dry bowl of a stand

mixer fitted with the whisk, and add the salt. When the temperature of the

syrup reaches 110C, start whisking the eggs on medium speed. When the syrup is

ready slowly pour it into the whites, whisking all the time until the meringue

holds stiN peaks.

5.5. Remove the bowl from the mixer and add the melted chocolate, using a

balloon whisk to combine. Then whisk in the flavoured cream.

6.6. Pour the mousse equally into small serving glasses or pots and refrigerate for

2 hours to set before serving.
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A midnight snack is essential on NYE, and Hartnett has just the thing. She loves

the Eccles cakes from Pump Street Bakery — and I can tell you from trying them,

they are truly exquisite — paired with a chunk of Lancashire cheese, although

any hard cheese would work well.

“The Eccles cake works in place of chutney. It’s the most amazing combination.

You don’t need a massive cheese board with 15 cheeses. This does the job.”

Recipes adapted from Recipes adapted from The Weekend Cook: Good Food for Real Life The Weekend Cook: Good Food for Real Life byby

Angela Hartnett, published by Bloomsbury at £26Angela Hartnett, published by Bloomsbury at £26
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Yes, she’s a Michelin-starred chef, but she prefers easy options when 

she’s hosting a party. By Giulia Crouch
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Even better: ignore the date. Have a drink and go to bed.
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I’d get stressed paying £45 for Tanqueray mixed with vermouth and Campari

😂
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29 DECEMBER, 2022

Exactly. You could make your own vat at that price 

Reply ·· Recommend (4) ·· Share
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I know. It’s not exactly dimcult to make…
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I know. It’s not exactly dimcult to make…
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I suggest we all start celebrating the New Year at Tonga (NZ) Time 11am UK have a great 
lunch and an early night.
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Negronis at 11am - HNY!
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Mine will be completely stress free.  Just me and my partner, a bottle of bubbly, left 
over turkey with pickled onions and bed by 10.  What's not to like?
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What's not to like?   Pickled onions.
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I usually get woken at midnight by the fireworks.
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New Year would be great if it happened at 8pm.  
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Yes, and star watching should be on summer days when it's warm and light 
enough to see the fiddly buttons on your telescope. They just didn't think these 
things through did they! 
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Just buy everything from an M&S food store and lay it out, simples!
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A nice curry with my wife, glass of wine and oN to bed for me. 
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I like the Eccles cake idea .
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Baked leeks - I saw only instructions for boiling them.
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Angela says the main dish can be made a couple days beforehand and with the meat 
that works well but Polenta? Surely that has to be made and served fresh from the pan? 
I make polenta fairly regularly and love it but sets quickly so can be used next day and 
fried in olive oil as a substitute for potatoes.
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My thoughts too Douglas, hardly stress free doing that last minute with guests 
asking for top ups on those cocktails, and making brown butter for your hot nuts 

😂
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